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By Niall Ferguson

Penguin Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Virtual History: Alternatives and
Counterfactuals, Niall Ferguson, Edited by Niall Ferguson, "Virtual History" applies 'counterfactual'
arguments to decisive moments in modern history. What if Britain had stayed out of the First World
War? What if Germany had invaded Britain in 1940? What if Nazi Germany had defeated the Soviet
Union? How would England look if there had been no Cromwell? What if there had been no
American Revolution? And what if John F. Kennedy had lived? In this acclaimed book, leading
historians from Andrew Roberts to Michael Burleigh challenge the complacency of traditional
accounts, exploring what might have been if nine of the most decisive moments in modern history
had never happened. "Quite brilliant, inspiring for the layman and an enviable tour de force for the
informed reader.A wonderful book.lucid, exciting and easy to read". ("Literary Review"). "Ferguson
constructs an entire scenario starting with Charles I's defeat of the Covenanters, running through
three revolutions that did not happen and climaxing with the collapse of the West, ruled by an
Anglo-American empire, in the face of a mighty transcontinental, tsarist Russian imperium.A
welcome, optimistic assault on an intellectual heresy". ("Sunday Times"). "A...
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This created ebook is wonderful. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this created e ebook. Its been designed in an remarkably easy way and is
particularly just after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- V er ner  La ng wor th III--  V er ner  La ng wor th III

It in a single of the best pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- B a r on Steuber-- B a r on Steuber
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